Reversal may also help you see different ways to define

to develop an idea or lead to an idea; it is also called

the problem.

word mapping, idea mapping, mind mapping, word

## Select a topic, such as running or dieting.

clustering, and spider diagramming. It can be used to

## Select

an aspect (elements, characteristics, compo-

nents, principles) of that topic or the entire topic, and
then reverse it. For example, when dieting one can
eat whatever one likes. When running, one must do
it lying down.
## Any

level of absurdity is welcome. Consider opposite

perspectives; look at a situation or activity sideways,
backwards, or from outside in.

In the mid-1960s, American artist Richard Serra began
experimenting with nontraditional sculptural materials, including fiberglass, neon, vulcanized rubber, and
lead. He combined his examination of these materials

—Richard Serra

ing. The resulting visual map is a diagram used to represent thoughts, words, information, tasks, or images in
a specific diagrammatic arrangement. There is a central
key word or thought, and all other words, thoughts, or
visuals stem from and are linked to that word or thought
in a line from that central focal point. It has been said
that mapping is a visualizing technique dating to an-

Types of Mind Maps
Mapping is a useful tool for the writing process, design
process, brainstorming process, or simply for thinking
something through. You can approach mapping in two

and their properties with

basic ways.

an interest in the physical

Automatic mapping relies heavily on the surrealist strate-

process of making sculp-

gy of spontaneous free association, trying to avoid con-

ture. Serra enacted an

scious choices and allowing associations to flow freely.

action verb on a material;

Deliberate mapping, although not totally controlled, re-

for example, a work could
be the result of enacting
“to lift” on discarded rubber. He compiled a list of
verbs (“to roll,” “to crease,”

“to curve”), and then enacted them on the materials he
had collected in his studio.
Before Serra’s sculptural experimentations, Alex Osborn of BBDO created an inspired checklist technique as
a tool to transform an existent idea or thing. Arguably,
this could be the only tool you ever need to foster creative thinking. In short, Osborn’s Checklist comprised a
list of action verbs:
## Adapt
## Modify
## Magnify

lies more on the natural growth of associations, revealing the way your mind instinctively organizes or makes
associations.
You can reorganize or revise what you have mapped
based on new information, on a deeper understanding
derived from the first go-round, or on something that
occurred to you while mapping. You can articulate a
range of connections or see links among items on the
map. The resulting mind map is a tangible representation of associations that may reveal thinking or lead to
an idea. You can rearrange items to create a new beginning (central word or image, or primary item), reordering subtopics (secondary items), sub-subtopics (tertiary
items), and so on.

How to Create a Mind Map
Mapping software is available that offers templates,

## Minify

notes, labels, cross-linking, and more. However, since the

## Substitute

nature of the drawing process maximizes spontaneous

## Rearrange
## Reverse

Mapping
A mind map is a visual representation, diagram, or presentation of the various ways words, terms, images,
thoughts, or ideas can be related to one another. A
useful tool in understanding relationships and organizing thoughts, it leads to idea generation. Mapping is a
brainstorming and visual diagramming tool that is used
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study, organization, problem solving, and decision mak-

cient Greece.

Osborn’s Checklist

It struck me that instead of thinking what
a sculpture is going to be and how you’re
going to do it compositionally, what if you
just enacted those verbs in relation to a
material, and didn’t worry about the results?

visualize, structure, and classify ideas and as an aid in
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mapping, doing it by hand offers more outcomes.
Drawing your own map is likely to increase personalization and to encourage a natural flow of thoughts. A
mind map can be created in the following manner:
## Position

an extra-large sheet of paper in landscape

position.
## Draw

a primary image or write a key word, topic, or

theme at the center of the page; this is your starting
point.
## Starting with the central word or image, draw branches

DIAGRAM 9-1

DIAGRAM 9-2

VARIOUS GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS

1
Initial event

Topic

Key word
or image

2
Start

End

3
Spider map
(using lines, arrows, or any other type of branch) out in

Attributes

Brand

Timeline

Series of chain events
Brand

all directions, making as many associations as possible.

4

(Don’t be judgmental; just write or draw freely.)
Each subtopic should branch from the major central

1

topic. Then, each sub-subtopic or image should branch

3

out from the subtopic, and so on. Seek relationships,

2

and generate branches among as many items as possible. Feel free to repeat items and/or cross-link items.
Spontaneous mapping draws upon the uncon-

Compare / contrast / matrix

scious. Write or draw as quickly as possible, without
deliberating or editing. This type of mapping promotes
nonlinear thinking. Interestingly, it can be the most unforeseen item or possibility that becomes a key to idea
generation. (You can always go back into the map to
make adjustments later.)
Deliberate mapping utilizes long and careful thinking. As a complement, you could consider note tak-

Tree structure

Cycle

Problem
Who:
What:
Why:
How:
Where:

ing—writing down some explanatory notes near the

Attempted solution

items or branches so that, later, when you reexamine

1.

the map, you can more easily recall exactly what you

2.

were thinking.

3.

Results

4.

Graphic Organizer
A graphic organizer is a visual aid used to illustrate the

End results

relationships among facts or ideas, similar in purpose to
a mind map. It is a visual rather than narrative way to
display information, making it easier to see previously
unrealized and significant connections (diagram 9-1).
Usually, a graphic organizer is a segmented structural

Problem-solution ladder

configuration with blank areas to be filled with related
ideas and information, which can be written (words) or
drawn (pictures).
There are differently structured organizers for different purposes (diagram 9-2), including the following:
## Spider

map: used to describe a central idea and its

supports (how they function, their characteristics);
a thing (e.g., a product, such as shampoo); a service
(such as cancer screenings or roofing); a process (such
as grinding glass for lenses or learning to read); a con-

TOOLS THAT STIMULATE CREATIVE THINKING
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cept (bravery); or a proposition (education should be

keyboard, and motherboard. Or if the topic in question

available to every citizen).

is a tax preparation service, you could break it down into

## Series of events chain:

used to delineate the consecu-

tive steps in a process or a step-by-step method of

the name, the staff, the environment, their proprietary

doing something and how they lead to one another

preparation process, and so on.

(such as how to bake bread); the stages of some-

The Process of Attribute Listing

thing (such as the cycle of a disease); a sequence of
events (such as how dropping out of school leads to
difficulties).
## Time

line: used to represent significant events,

chronology, or ages (e.g., the incarnations of Betty
Crocker).
## Cycle:

used to illustrate a sequence of events that are

## Select

an object, person, place, character, topic or

theme, product, or service for examination.
## List

the physical or functional attributes (parts, char-

acteristics, properties, qualities, or design elements)
of the object under examination.
## List as many attributes as you possibly can.

repeated to demonstrate relationships, key events in

## Separately list unique or unusual attributes.

the cycle, perpetuation (e.g., growth cycles, laundry

## List

cycles, etc.).

the psychological or emotional attributes, if

applicable.

scale: a low-to-high scale range, used to

## Think about the “value” of each attribute. Ask: “What

illustrate the degrees of something (noise), degrees

is the purpose? What is the benefit?” Consider the

of value (agreement to disagreement), or ratings

positive versus negative value of each attribute. (For

(popularity).

example, a heavy glass laptop screen might prevent

## Continuum

## Compare/contrast matrix:

used to point out likenesses

and differences between things, such as between
two objects (e.g., kettle and drum), between processes (e.g., constructing a building and designing a
page), between ideas, places, candidates, etc.
## Tree structure: used to illustrate the relationship of sub-

ordinate levels or categories stemming from a central

breakage but add overall weight to the laptop.)
## Examine

ways attributes can be modified to in-

crease positive values or to create new values.
## Examine

for potential leads to an advertising

idea.

Using Attribute Listing to Enhance Creativity

element in a hierarchy (e.g., types of tools or levels of

## Choose a place or thing.

government).

## List its attributes.

## Problem

and solution ladder: a top-down diagram

used to represent a problem (at the top of the ladder),
attempted solutions on the next rungs, and the end
result (the last rung).

Attribute Listing
By focusing on the attributes of an object, person, place,
character, topic or theme, product, or service, you can
find a characteristic that might lead to an idea. Attribute

## Choose one attribute and focus on it.

Think of ways (from conventional, to unable to be
realized, to ridiculous) to change that attribute.

CREATIVITY
THROUGH MAKING

listing is a method for analyzing and separating data

The process of sketching or making marks allows visual

through observing and identifying various qualities that

thinking, allows for discovery and for staying open to

might have otherwise been overlooked; basically, it is a

possibilities during the visual-making process.

diagrammed list of attributes. It works deconstructively,
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the online operation, the brick-and-mortar storefront,

breaking down information into smaller parts that are

Brainstorming by Image Making

then examined individually.

The act of creating art—painting, drawing, sculpting,

It can be useful to first break the object down into

photography, or any traditional or nontraditional art

constituent parts and examine the attributes of each

making—activates several parts of the brain, sharpens

part. For example, if the item under examination is a lap-

thinking, provokes the mind’s associative network, and

top computer, you could break it down into the screen,

increases focus to a point where creative thinking can
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occur. When creating art for a solid period of time, you

outline the key scenes or moments that make up a sto-

enter into a meditative zone of active experimentation.

ry. A storyboard format can also be used for thinking

Creating fine art frees the subconscious mind from the

through a problem, to explore its dynamics.

advertising problem and may lead to ideas.

Creating the Storyboard

Spontaneous Art Improvisation

1. Consider the brand or group and what kind of story

One of the premises of spontaneous art is that it allows
access to your subconscious and liberates you from inhibitions—you create images without concerns regarding conventions, aesthetics, composition, intention,
content, and you are not governed by the constraints of

would best help you explore ideas or explain it.
2. Choose from among conventional conflicts: person against person, person against society, person
against himself or herself, person against machine,
etc. Once you determine the conflict, determine the

an advertising assignment.

message, characters, and plot. An excellent example,

Spontaneous Art Process

plot in the classic American Western film High Noon

Enjoy the process without concern about an end product or finishing anything. Choose any preferred art
medium—traditional or nontraditional, nonrepresentational or representational, or abstract.

and an easy one to understand, is the conflict and
(1952), directed by Fred Zinnemann. Classic fairy tales
also offer easy-to-understand conflicts and plots and
are wonderful sources for learning how to tell stories;
for example, examine different tale types as well as

## Start making art.

the classic tales: “Beauty and the Beast,” “Cinderella,”

## Keep working.

“Little Red Riding Hood,” “Snow White,” “Bluebeard,”

## Move from surface to surface or medium to medium,

as you like.
If you are not sure which subject matter or technique
to explore, choose from one of the following:
## Everyday experiences
## Environments: cities, landscapes, oceanscapes
## Emotions

3. Consider telling a story where the brand or group
plays a pivotal role in the story, or at least where
the characters are involved with the social cause
or use the brand.
4. How does this story unfold over time? Make sure it is
coherent.
5. Alternate route: Find an existing story and see how

## Nonrepresentational patterns, textures, etc.
## Rubbings

and “Hansel and Gretel.”

(creating an image by rubbing, as with

your brand or group fits into it; for example, use the
story of “Jack and the Beanstalk.”

a soft pencil, over a textured surface placed under-

Storyboarding as Thinking

neath the paper)

Use storyboarding to see how an idea could play out.

## Collage

Sketch the storyboard

## Photomontage

## On consecutive panels, sketch key scenes of the story.

Simple drawings are fine; don’t fuss too much over

Storyboarding

rendering, focus on the idea and narrative element.

Stories are a way for people to communicate and relate.

Your goal is to think with a pencil, not to render. Use

In the course of a day, each of us tells stories to connect

words and images, or just images.

with others, to work things out, as a way of explaining
what happened or what we are thinking and feeling.
Some of us may even read or tell a bedtime story, a traditional tale or legend, or a literary tale.

Storyboarding for Brainstorming
Conventionally, a storyboard is used to plot out the key
scenes intended to be filmed for a motion picture, television program, animation, or commercial. A storyboard

## This kind of storyboard can have as few as four panels

and as many as 20. (More than 20 might be too difficult to manage.)
## Consider

how the scenes illuminate the story, the

idea.
## Highlight main plot points. Make the message clear.
## Use the storyboard as a thinking tool.

is a set of sketches arranged in sequence on panels that

CREATIVITY THROUGH MAKING
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CASE STUDY
MINI COVERT
Campaign: Mini Covert

OUR STORY

blogs but also on many automotive sites and general

From the start, we felt that the greatest untapped

mass sites such as Flickr and YouTube.

strengths of Mini were the passion and devotion of

Agency: Butler, Shine, Stern &
Partners / Sausalito, California

its owners. So we decided to do something a little

Client: MINI USA

had already purchased a Mini. Sound strange? Here’s

© MINI USA & BSSP

different. We decided to advertise to the people who
why it worked. Since its U.S. launch, Mini has exceeded sales goals, but four years later it had gone from
having no direct competitors to having over a dozen.
This development made the early adopting owners of
the vehicle more important than ever. Mini owners are
passionate. They’re borderline evangelical. In that way,
they’re more effective than any print ad could be at

After the book was sent, three print ads in targeted
publications let Mini owners know how to use their
tools to decipher the secret messages. And, for the
uninitiated, we even had an “overt” message in the
ads. For example, “Non Mini Owners: Get your complimentary decoder with the purchase of any Mini.”
In the first print execution, owners were asked to use
their decoder. The message led them to a super-secret
website, and the adventure was on.

converting others who haven’t quite bought in. With

Decryptor

that in mind, we created a super-secret, integrated

This ad used the sophisticated spy language known

campaign with messages only Mini owners could see.

as Pig Latin to throw the curious off the scent. Again,

We called it the Mini Covert campaign.

owners were directed to a site and nonowners grew

Book
First, we sent a book to 150,000 Mini owners called A
Dizzying Look at the Awesomeness of Small. This book
included an introduction with a secret compartment

more intrigued. (One message read: “BINGO: You’re
a natural at this spy stuff. Now check out AsWeC-FiT.
org to continue your journey. This message will self
destruct in five seconds.”)

that housed the Covert Kit. This kit included instruc-

Glasses

tions and three decoder tools that would help owners

What is a good espionage operation without some

decipher the rest of the campaign. The blogosphere

cool spy glasses? OK, maybe ours weren’t really that

responded with that much-desired thing that people

cool, but the results were.

refer to as “buzz,” not only on dozens of independent
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